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Complete the sentences using for or since!!
1. Had we been sleeping!
a) since 9 am    b) for 9 am.!!
2.Had they been playing!
a) since two hours before we came?  b) for two hours before we came?!!
3. She had been feeling a terrible pain in her stomach ________ a very long 
time before the doctor administered the antibiotics.!
a) for     b) since!!
4. I had been lying about you _______ a decade until I felt really guilty and 
stopped.!
a )since    b) for!!
5.The dog had been eating ___________ 10am.!
a) since    b) for!!
6. The girl had been doing her nails _________ three whole hours until her 
mother told her to stop.!
a) for    b) since!!
7. He had not been running away from the robbers ________ 6 minutes when 
the police caught up with him. he was actually running away from the police.!
a) since     b) for!!
8.We had been fighting _________ ten minutes before the police arrived.!
a) since    b) for!!
9. The dead man had been floating in the water _________ Tuesday. It's 
unfortunate as the emergency services only pulled him out of the water today.!
a) for    b) since!!
10 .Hadn’t you been jogging _______ miles when i saw you? You looked 
exhausted.!
a) since     b) for!
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